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In this paper, we show that Kasparov’s Ext-theory for C*-algebras can be 
defined as a topological version of Yonida’s Ext-theory for modules. We also give a 
description of the Ext-theory for C*-algebras in terms of a universal C*-algebra &A, 
associated with the C*-algebra A. This algebra EA is the odd case analogue of the 
C*-algebra qA defined by Cuntz. 0 1989 Acadmic PKSS, I~C. 
Conlents. Introduction. 0. Kasparov’s Ext-theory. 1. Yoneda theory for 
separable C*-algebras. 2. Universal C*-algebras formalism for semi-split ext-theory. 
3. Yoneda K-groups versus universal K-groups. 4. Semi-exactness, Ext, and K-Ext 
versus KK. 5. Universal C*-algebras formalism and Kasparov product. 
INTRODUCTION 
Ext-theory for C*-algebras, initiated by Brown, Douglas, and Fillmore 
[3] was considerably extended and relined by the work of Kasparov. In 
[17], Ext(A, 8) is shown to be isomorphic, for separable and nuclear A 
and stable and o-unital B to KK’(A, B). A powerful tool-Kasparov’s 
product-for the study of KK-groups is introduced in [17]. Most of the 
properties of Kasparov’s groups are established using the three fundamen- 
tal properties of this product (associativity, bilinearity, and functoriality). 
In fact, up to normalization, Kasparov’s product is the only one fulfilling 
these requirements [151. 
Recently, Cuntz has shown that elements of KK(A, B) can be viewed as 
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homotopy classes of homomorphisms from a certain universal C*-algebra 
qA, associated to A, into B, and Kasparov’s product as a composition of 
the corresponding homomorphisms [12]. Now, on the other hand, 
homological algebra [ 19, 25, 181 provides an Ext-theory for modules over 
a ring R (Yoneda theory), a Yoneda product, obtained by splicing together 
exact sequences of arbitrary length, and-as in Kasparov’s theory-long 
exact sequences in Ext associated to short exact sequences of modules. The 
simplicity of the Yoneda pairing and the fact that Cuntz’s picture of 
Kasparov’s product is also a kind of splice of quasi-homomorphisms were 
the main motivations for the Yoneda theory for C*-algebras developed in 
Section 1. 
The paper is organized as follows. 
In Section 0, we recall the definition of Ext(A, B) and several basic 
properties of extensions of C*-algebras. We use the main results of 
Kasparov freely in the succeeding sections, in particular the homotopy 
invariance theorem for Ext. 
In Section 1, we show that suitably generalized notions of unitary 
equivalence and degenerate xtensions give rise to Yoneda groups Ext”, 
analogous to the groups Ex” defined in homological algebra (see 1.1). 
There is also a pairing between the Ext”-groups with the same properties as 
Kasparov’s one. 
In Section 2, we give a universal formulation of (semi-split) Ext-theory, 
analogous to the one used in KK-theory [12]. We first define a universal 
C*-algebra &A, associated with an arbitrary C*-algebra A. The correspon- 
dence A --) EA is functorial in the sense that any homomorphism from A 
into another C*-algebra B induces a homomorphism between EA and EB, 
compatible with composition. Then, Ext(A, B) is, for suitable A and B the 
group of homotopy classes of homomorphisms from EA into K@ B. Let qA 
be defined as in [ 123. The automorphism exchanging the two copies of A 
defines an action of Z, on qA. The C* algebra EA is the corresponding 
crossed product of qA by Z,. (See 2.3.) 
In Section 3, we establish the link between the Yoneda theory and 
the universal formalism (the corresponding groups are shown to be 
isomorphic). 
In Section 4, using the semi-exactness of B -+ KK’(A, B) for a K-nuclear 
C*-algebra A [24] we show that Ext”(A, B) is isomorphic to KK”(A, B) 
for all n 2 0. In the special case where A is nuclear, we also give a very 
simple proof of the semi-exactness of KK’(A, B) in the second variable 
(there is another proof of this result in [ 17, Sect. 7, Lemma 31. 
In Section 5, we use the formalism of Section 2 to describe a universal 
Kasparov product construction. Each one of the pairings defined in 
Kasparov’s theory is related to a triple consisting of a C*-algebra and a 
pair of suitably defined symmetries. 
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0. KASPAROV'S Ext-THEORY 
0.1. In this section, we recall some definitions and basic facts about 
Ext(A, B), and introduce notations for the later sections. In the sequel, we 
shall assume that the C*-algebra A is separable and that the C*-algebra B 
is a-unital. Denote by =(A, B) the set of extensions of B by A, that is, the 
set of exact sequences of C*-algebras and homomorphisms of the form 
c:O+KQBLDLA-0. 
We say that E is split if there exists cp E Hom(A, D) such that rc(p = Id. 
0.2. Let E be as in 0.1. There is a natural map D + M(K@ B), thus E 
gives rise to a homomorphism o, : A -+ M( K@ B)/K@ B - O(K@ B), where 
M(E) denotes the multiplier algebra of a C*-algebra E. The 
homomorphism z, is called the Busby invariant associated to the extension 
E [6]. Two extensions E,, E* ECZ(A, B) giving rise to the same Busby 
invariant (r,, = ?J will be identified. (In fact, we work in a quotient of 
iS(A, B), but this will create no confusion.) 
0.3. Let A,, A,, D be C*-algebras and suppose we are given 
‘pjE Hom(Aj, D) (j= 1,2). Define 
with the obvious C*-norm, A,@cv,,‘p2j A, is a C*-subalgebra of A,$A,. 
Now, if E ~ext(A, B) is as in 0.1, denote by E @ the exact sequence 
d?O+K@Bd’- M(K@B)@,,,,p,A* A-+0, 
where p: M(K@ B) + O(K@ B) is the projection map, j,(x) = (x, 0) 
VXEKOB, and n,(m,a)=u, V(~,U)EM(KOB)O,~,~~)A. One has 
T&3 = t,; the extension a@ is called the fibered representative of E. 
0.4. The functoriality of =(A, B) in the first variable is easily 
defined: let EEX(A, B) be associated to T,E Hom(A, O(K@ B)). 
Let $E Hom(A’, A). Define @*(E) as the element associated to 
zE$ E Hom(A’, O(K@ B)). 
0.5. Let (PE Hom(B, C) and EEF~(A, B). The detinition of (P*(E) 
requires a few C*-algebra techniques (see Section 1). In fact, if cp is not 
onto, (P*(E) make sense only up to a certain equivalence relation. 
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0.6. If .sl, z2 ~ext(A, B) are associated to the homomorphisms z,, and 
~~~ : A + 0( KQ B), we can define a sum in ZZI( A, B) by 
VaEA,t El da) = E M, Q O(KQ B) N O(K@ B). 
0.7. DEFINITION. An extension E EEZ(A, B) is said to be semi-split if 
there exists E _ E ext(A, B) such that E@ E _ is split. We shall denote by 
ext(A, B) the subset of EZ(A, B) consisting of the semi-split extensions of B 
by A. 
It can be shown [16, 171 that an extension EEEZ(A, B) is semi-split if 
and only if there exists a couple (cp, P), where cp E Hom(A, M(K@ B)) and 
P is a projection in M(K6 B) such that r, is the composition 
T,:A -+ M(K8 B) + O(KQ B) 
. 
a + Pfp(a)P - PG& 
where . denotes the image in O(K@ B) of the corresponding element. The 
homomorphism rEm is then given by 
- 
T,-(a) = (1 -PI cp(a)(l -P). 
0.8. DEFINITION. Let E,, s2 ES(A, B); E, and .c2 are unitarily equivalent 
if there exists a unitary u E M(K@ B) and a commutative diagram 
E,:O- K@B- D,- A-O 
I Adu IQ 11 
c2:0- KQB- D,- A-O, 
where p is a homomorphism. Note that we have s,,(a) = h,,(a) ti* Vu E A, 
where ’ denotes the image of the corresponding element in O(KQ B). 
0.9. DEFINITION. =(A, B) (resp. Ext(A, B)) is the quotient of %(A, B) 
(resp. ext(A, B)) by the equivalence relation generated by unitary 
equivalence and addition of split extensions. 
0.10. The addition of extensions defined in 0.6 is compatible with the 
equivalence relation defining =(A, B) (resp. Ext(A, B)). It is easily 
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- 
checked that the resulting sum on Ext(A, B) is independent of the 
isomorphism M2 @ K Q B + K@ B used in 0.6, and thus makes =(A, B) 
an abelian semi-group with identity (the class of the split extension: 
O+ K@ B-P K@ BOA --+A +O). Moreover, we see from 0.7 that 
Ext(A, B) is an abelian group. 
0.11. Ext(A, B) is a bi-functor, that is, any homomorphism cp: A’-+,4 
induces a homomorphism q*: Ext(A, B) + Ext(A’, B) and any homo- 
morphism ti : B + B’ induces IJ *: Ext(A, B) -+ Ext(A, B’). (The same is true 
for Ext(A, B)). One of the main results of Kasparov [ 171 is the homotopy 
invariance theorem for Ext(A, B). This theorem can be stated in the follow- 
ing way: 
THEOREM (Kasparov). If A is separable and B is o-u&al, then 
Ext(A, B) is naturally isomorphic to KK’(A, B). 
0.12. Let @ = (cp, (p) be a quasi-homomorphism from B into B’ [lo]; @ 
induces Qp, : Ext(A, B) -+ Ext(A, B’) and any quasi-homomorphism 
Y= (I+?, $) from A’ into A induces Y*: Ext(A, B) -+ Ext(A’, B). The maps 
Qp, and Y* are defined using Kasparov’s product [17] and the iso- 
morphism stated in 0.11. In the sequel we shall denote such products by 
E:O-K@B-D------+A----+O 
n 
and 
CO- K@B -D-A-O 
II 
‘# 
v 
K@ B’. 
We shall use similar notations for the functoriality-i.e., products with 
ordinary homomorphisms in the place of quasi-homomorphisms-of 
Ext(A, B). 
All the results stated in this section are standard in the literature. As a 
non-exhaustive list of references, we suggest [2, 3, 7, 8, l&12, 13, 14, 16, 
17, 22, 231 and also Chapters VII and VIII of Blackadar’s book [4]. In 
[20], the reader can find some material in C*-algebra theory used in this 
paper. 
58018412. I3 
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1. YONEDA THEORY FOR SEPARABLE P-ALGEBRAS 
1.1. In this section, we emphasize the analogy between Ext-theory for 
modules and Ext-theory for C*-algebras. The most important facts in these 
theories are the group or semi-group structure of the quotient sets, the 
functoriality, and the existence of a product. The cycles in Yoneda theory 
are n-fold extensions of modules over a ring R, that is, exact sequences of 
the form 
E:O+A-tB,-+B,+ ... +B,-+C+O. 
Denote by ex”(C, A) the set of such elements (for n > 0) and by Ex”(C, A) 
the quotient of ex”(C, A) by the relation of lgebraic equivalence (see [ 191). 
We shall consider exact sequences of C*-algebras of arbitrary length. The 
equivalence relation used in Yoneda theory has to be suitably modified in 
the case of C*-algebra extensions. Before doing this, let us study in more 
detail the functoriality of Ext(A, B) (or =(A, B)). 
Notation. A commutative diagram of the form 
E:O-KQB-D,-A-0 
I$, !Y2 p3 
q: o- K@B-D,-A-O 
($1. !h. I31 will sometimes be denoted by E A r]. 
1.2. LEMMA. Let II/ be a homomorphism from a separable C*-algebra B 
into a stable, separable C*-algebra C; 111 gives rise to a homomorphism 
5 # : M(B) -+ M(C). Moreover, II/ # , the restriction of $, to B is such that 
+,(B)c C. 
ProofI This construction is due to Cuntz [lo]. From Brown’s 
stabilization theorem [5], the C*-algebra 
is isomorphic to C. Denote by $ : M(B) + M(+(B)) the natural extension 
of $ to M(B) and by II/, the homomorphism sending b E B to $(b) 
in the upper left corner in C. The homomorphism $, extends to 
7,: M(B) -+ M(C) and 6, : M(B) + M(C) is the composition of $i with 
the isomorphism from M(C) onto M(C). Q.E.D. 
1.3. If E E =(A, B) and p E Hom(B, C), for separable B and C, define 
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II/ = Id,@ p from K@ B into K@ C and 5 # : M(K@ B) + M(K@ C) as in 
1.2. The homomorphism $ # induces a homomorphism sending O(K@ B) 
into O(K@ C) that we denote by II,, and P*[E] EE(A, C) is the class of 
Air,. Moreover, if cp E Hom(A’, A), rp*[.s] is the class of r,cp. 
So we have the following lemmas: 
Ll. Let E : 0 + K @ B + D + A -+ 0 be an extension of separable C*- - 
algebras and p E Hom(B, C). Then exists y E ext(A, C) and a commutative 
diagram 
where $, and cp are C*-algebra homomorphisms. 
Proof Define 2, as in 1.3 ($ = Id,@p) and 7,,=AtizE. Let q be the 
libered exact sequence associated to r,,, and E@ be the iibered represen- 
tative of E (see 0.3). 
One has a commutative diagram 
where cp = $ # 0 Id, and 11/ #is the restriction of 3 # to K@ B. Q.E.D. 
L2. Let E:O+KQB+D+A-+O be an extension of arbitrary 
C*-algebras and p E Hom(A’, A); then there exists n l ext(A’, B) and a 
commutative diagram of (Y-algebras and homomorphisms 
where cp is a C*-algebra homomorphism. 
Proof Define z9 = tEp and use libered representatives as in Ll. Q.E.D. 
1.4. LEMMA. Suppose that A is a stable and separable C*-algebra and B 
is separable. Then, given any E E ext( A, B), E: 0 + KQ B + D -+ A + 0 and 
any unitary UE M(A), there exists a unitary v E M(D) and a unitary 
w E M(K@ B) such that the following diagram commutes: 
E:O- K@B dDn A-0. 
Proof Let E be as in the statement of the lemma, and u be a unitary in 
M(A). Since D is separable, rc extends to ii : M(D) -+ M(A) and is is onto 
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[l]. Using Kuiper’s theorem for Hilbert C*-modules, we can assume that 
~=ej”, where h is a self-adjoint unitary in M(A) [9], (The unitary u could 
also be a product of such elements, but the proof is the same.) 
Let x E M(D) be a self-adjoint lift of h, then v = eih is a unitary lift of u. 
Define w as the image of I/ in M(K@ B). Q.E.D. 
Note. This lemma shows that the extension associated to r, Ad u is 
unitarily equivalent to the one associated to 7,. 
1.5. When we work with semi-split extensions, there exists a converse of 
Ll and L2. The following lemma is due to Skandalis [23]. 
LEMMA. Let E, l ext(A,, B,) and s*~ext(A,, B2). Suppose that there 
exists a commutative diagram of C*-algebras and homomorphisms 
E,:O- K@B,- D,- A,-0 
d I I* 
E~:O------+ KQB,- D,- A,- 0. 
Then, one has $*[.sZ] =(P*[E,] in Ext(A,, B2). 
ProoJ: See [23, Lemma 1.51. Q.E.D. 
1.6. Suppose we are given E E =(A, B) as in 1.3 and p E Hom( A’, A). 
Moreover, suppose that A is stable. We can define p*[s] as in L2 or use 
p# , the restriction of p # : M(A’) + M(A) to the C*-algebra A’. In the 
sequel, we shall have to use the fact that these two ways of defining p*[s] 
give the same element in Ext(A’, B). 
LEMMA. Let E E Ext(A, B) be an extension of separable C*-algebras and 
assume that A is stable. Let p E Hom(A’, A) and define p# : A’ -+ A as in 1.2. 
Then we have p$ [E] = p* [E] in =(A’, B). 
ProoJ Let E l ext(A, B) be associated to the homomorphism 
r, E Hom(A, O(K@I B)) and p E Hom(A’, A). 
We define the C*-algebra 
Using Brown’s stabilization theorem [S], we obtain an isomorphism 
8 : A + A induced by an isometry VE M(A). (Recall that A is identified to 
(00 2)cA.J 
Let p, be the homomorphism sending XE A’ to p(x) in the upper left 
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corner in A and p2 be the homomorphism sending x EA’ to p(x) in the 
lower right corner in A. 
Our proof will proceed in two steps: 
__ (i) First we sh ow that p: = pT as homomorphisms from Ext(A, B) to 
Ext(A, B). 
Indeed, let b=IdM20P:MZOA”MZOP(A’)cA and let 
j,: A’+M,@A’ and j,: A’+M,@A’ 
x 0 
x-+ 0 0 ( ) 
0 0 
x+o x’ ( ) 
The unitary u = (y A) E M(M,@ A’) is such that j, = Ad uj,. For any 
VE Hom(A, O(KQ B)), we have p:v = vpj, and 
pfv = vfijz = VP Ad uj,. 
Since VP and VP Ad u define the same element in i%(A, B) we have 
p:=p:. 
(ii) We can now complete our proo$ The homomorphism p* is 
defined by p*=BpI. We have p*ts=tEp-(IdM2@tE)p2 (up to O)- 
@L,Q~,) p1 (by (i)) and ~*x~~=U4+.&%) OP,. 
Let W=(” p 0 ,,.), where P = 1 - VV*; W is a unitary in M2Q M(A) and 
W is such that, for any x E A, W(;, z) W* = ( ““0”’ t); since 8 = Ad V, we 
have v = (Id,, 0 Id,, Q r,) Ad Wp’, - p*# r,, where p’, is the composition 
Indeed, v is the composition 
IdM2 0 IdY2 0 rc (Id,,Q+kI VpI(a') 0 
0 1 0 * 
So, v is equivalent to (Id M2 0 Id ,,,* @ tE) pi = p, and p sends any a’ E A’ to 
W,,Qt,) P~Q') 0 
0 0 > 
in M.,@O(K@B). Thus ,U is equivalent to p*r,. Q.E.D. 
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1.7. Our goal is to define an equivalence relation between the n-fold 
extensions of C*-algebras, fulfilling the following requirements: 
(I) The quotients sets, denoted by Ext”(A, B) are abelian groups. 
(II) For n = 1, Kasparov’s Ext-theory for C*-algebras is recovered. 
(III) There exists a bilinear, associative, and functorial pairing 
Ext”(A, B) x Ext P(B, C) -+ Ext” + P(A, C). 
1.8. An extension E of length n (or an n-fold extension) of a C*-algebra B 
by a C*-algebra A is an exact sequence of C*-algebras and homo- 
morphisms of the form: 
E:O-+KQB>D,-&-- . ..*D/+A--+O. 
Such an exact sequence gives rise to n exact sequences of length one: 
and 
sj:O+Kercpj+D,+Kercpj+,+O, l<j<n, 
q,:O-+Kercp,-+D,-+A-+O. 
E is completely semi-split if each of the ENS (1 d j < n) is semi-split in the 
sense of 0.7. 
For technical reasons, we shall work in the sequel with stable and 
separable C*-algebras. So, we have the following definition for the 
Ext”(A, B) cycles: 
For n > 0 ext”(A, B) is the set of n-fold completely semi-split exten- 
sions of stable and separable C*-algebras, starting with KQ B, ending with 
A. (Of course, B itself is not supposed to be stable.) 
For n = 1 we shall sometimes write ext(A, B) for ext’( A, B). We shall 
discuss the case n = 0 later, in connection with Kasparov’s theory. 
1.9. DEFINITION. A morphism between two n-fold exact sequences, 
E, E ext”(A, B) and s2 E ext”(A’, B’) is a family of homomorphisms 
P = (PO, PI, .*., pn + ,) which gives rise to a commutative diagram 
cl:O- K@B- D,- D, - ... -D,- A-O 
ipo ip, Ip2 iP” lp”+’ 
c2:0- K@B’- E,- E2 - ... -E,- AI-O; 
we note &I +p s2. 
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1 .lO. DEFINITION. We call the Yonedu product the map 
y: exV(il, B) x extP(B, C) +extn+P(A, c) 
(~,,E*)+Y(~I~d 
where y(sr, sZ) is the n + p-fold exact sequence obtained by splicing E~ and 
Ed at B- KQB. 
Explicitly, let 
E,:O+KQB-PD,+ . ..D.+A+O 
E~:O+KQC+E,+E~-’ . ..E.+B-tO. 
Using the isomorphism B 2: KQ B we get 
~(E,,E~):O~KQC~E,~E~... --+E,+D,+D,~~~D,A+A+O, 
where the map E, + D, is defined to be the composition 
For ease of notations, we shall also write 
(C”- B) # (Bz A)OrE,.EzfOry(&I,&2). 
1.11. As in the usual Ext-theory for C*-algebras, we can define a sum in 
ext”(A, B): For any C*-algebra A, denote by A,,, the map sending UE A to 
(a, a) E A 63 A. Moreover, assume that an isomorphism between K and 
M2 Q K has been chosen, and, for any C*-algebra B, denote by SB the 
composition 
S,:O(KQB)@O(KQB)+M,QO(KQB)~O(M,QKQB) 
N O(KQ B) 
(x,2 x2) + 
XI 0 
( ! 0 x2’ 
Now, suppose we are given E,, s2 E ext”(A, B) 
E,:O+KQB+D,-+ . ..D.-+A+O 
E~:O+KQB+E,-+ . ..E.+A-+O. 
Define (sr, s2) E ext”(A @A, B@ B) to be the extension 
(&,,&,):O~KQBOKQB~D,OE,-,D,OE, 
+ ... -+D,@E,-,A@A+O. 
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We can decompose (E,, EJ into the product 
(E,,Ez): (K@B@K@B-L4,) # (Ao~A,) # (A,~A&l), 
where CI, and t13 are l-fold. 
Denote by S,a, and a,A, the extensions associated to the Busby 
invariants SBr., and T=,A~, respectively. We can now splice together 
SBal, a2 and a,A, to get an extension of B by A, that we shall denote by 
SB(EI, GAA. 
DEFINITION. For any E,, s2 E ext”(A, B), we define 
E,OE~=S~(E~,E~)A~E~~~“(A, B). 
(Compare with [ 19, Theorem 2.1, Chap. III].) 
We now want to introduce in ext”(/l, B) an equivalence relation such 
that the sum defined above is commutative in the quotient sets. Since an 
automorphsim of the form Ad u is allowed on the left of a diagram 
providing the unitary equivalence between two one-fold extensions (see 
0.8), one can use the image in O(Mz@ K@ B) of the unitary 
(y ~)EM~@M(K@ B) to rotate a matrix of the form (; z) to (1 II), with 
a, b E O(K@ B). This makes the sum commutative. So, we shall give the 
following definition: 
1.12. DEFINITION. Two n-fold exact sequences E , , s2 E ext”(A, B) are 
unitarily equivalent (E , wu EJ if there exists a family of n-fold extensions 
vl, v2, . . . . qZkpl in ext”(A, B) and 2k morphisms of extensions 
p,,, pr, . . . . pZk _ 1 which give rise to the diagram 
&,-%j1*q2*q3 PU-I “‘?Zk-1 -=52 
with pi= (Ad uj, p,“), ~1~1, . . . . pj”), Id A) Vj; 0 < j < 2k - 1 and u, is a unitary 
in M(K@B). Compare with Proposition 5.2 in Chapter III of [19]. 
If one has a diagram of the form E i + p Q, E , and s2 are said to be 
directly equivalent. (Note that direct equivalence is not an equivalence 
relation, since it is not symmetric.) 
If uj= 1 Vj, E, and .sZ are said to be algebraically equivalent. 
Clearly, - u is an equivalence relation, and we shall denote by Ext$A, B) 
the quotient of ext”(A, B) by - U. Moreover [E], will denote the class of E 
in the quotient set. If n = 1, using the live lemma, one can check that - u 
coincides with direct equivalence, hence with the unitary equivalence 
arising in Kasparov’s Ext-theory (i.e., as defined in 0.8). 
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1.13. Next, we have to define what a n-fold degenerate xtension is. (We 
shall call it a null extension.) 
DEFINITION. Let E E ext”(A, B); E is said to be null if there exists a com- 
mutative diagram 
(0, 'PI. '~2 ,..., 'P,,, IdA 
E ' E, 
where (pl, v2, . . . . (Pi are C*-algebra homomorphisms. 
We shall denote by Dxt”(A, B) the set of n-fold null extensions of B by 
A. The following proposition shows that Definition 1.13 is relevent for our 
purpose: 
1.14. PROPOSITION. (i) The Yoneda product of a null extension with any 
other extension is a null extension. 
(ii) The sum of two null extensions is a null extension. 
(iii) Let E E ext(A, B); E is null if and only if E is split. 
Proof. (i) and (ii) are obvious, let us prove (iii). 
Let E:O+K@B+~D+“A+O be split, with lift cpEHom(A,D). One 
has a commutative diagram E a E. 
Conversely if we are given a commutative diagram 
(0. i, IdA) 
E-E 
II/ E Hom(D, D) induces $ E Hom(D/K@ B, D). Compose rj with the 
isomorphism A + D/KQ B to get a lift for x. Q.E.D. 
We can now define our Yoneda equivalence as a stable unitary 
equivalence: 
1.15. DEFINITION. Two extensions E,, ~~ext”(A, B) are Yoneda 
equivalent (E, N E2) if there eXiStS n , , n, in Dxt”(A, B) such that E, @ n , is 
unitarily equivalent to ~~ @ n2. 
We shall denote by Ext”(A, B) the quotient of ext”(A, B) by this 
equivalence relation, and by [.s] the class of an extension E in Ext”(A, B). 
Remark. From 1.12 and 1.14, we see that Ext’(A, B) is the group 
Ext(A, B) defined by Kasparov [ 171. 
1.16. The compatibility of 0 with the unitary equivalence follows from 
the fact that if (E,, E2) iS Urdarily equivalent t0 (E;, E;), then Ed @E2 iS 
unitarily equivalent to E; @ E; (see l.ll), for any E,, iz2, E;, E; in ext”(A, B). 
Moreover, since 0 is commutative on Ext:(A, B), this sum is compatible 
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with the Yoneda equivalence, and makes Ext”(A, B) an abelian semi-group 
with identity (the class of null extensions). 
Let us prove that y is compatible with - U. Let sl, E’, E ext”(A, B) and 
~,,.$~ext~(B, C) be such that Ejwu E;, j= 1, 2. We have 
Y(El> E*) -u Y(E,, E;). All we have to show is that y(si, .s2) -U Y(E;, EJ. 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that cl and E; are directly 
equivalent. Suppose that we have 
(I) s1 +p E’, with p = (Ad u, p,, p2, . . . . Id,). 
By a repeated use of Lemma 1.4, we obtain the diagram 
(II) E~+~E; with q=(Ad W,,Ad V,,...,Ad V,,Adu’), 
where W,, V,, . . . . VP are unitaries and u’ is the image of ZJ in M(B). Then, 
we can splice (I) and (II) to get the result. 
Finally, it can be shown that y is bilinear (the proof is analogous to the 
one given in Cl913 in the case of module extensions). From 
Proposition l.l4(ii), it follows that y is compatible with the Yoneda 
equivalence. Now, let [E] = y( [sr], [EJ) E Ext”(A, B), where E, is (n - l)- 
fold and .s2 is l-fold; sZgext(D, B). Since Ext(D, B) is a group, there exists 
an extension that we denote by C-E*] such that [s2] 0 [ --EJ = [0] in 
Ext(D, B). Using the bilinearity of y, we see that [s] @Y([E~], [-cl]) = 
[0] in Ext”(A, B). So, Ext”(A, B) is an abelian group. We can state the 
following theorem: 
1.17. THEOREM. For all n > 0, every stable and separable C*-algebra A 
and separable C*-algebra B, Ext”(A, B) is an abelian group. Moreover, 
Ext”(., .) is a contravariant functor in the first variable, and a covariant 
functor in the second variable. The Yoneda product defines a bilinear and 
associative pairing 
y: Ext”(A, B) x ExtP(B, C) -+ Extflfp(A, C). 
The map y is functorial in the following sense: 
(9 Y(C~~I,P*C~~I)=P*Y(C~~I, C4WI=OW% PEH~~WJ% 
s,EextP(B, C); 
(ii) Y(~*C~~I,[E~I)=P*Y(C~~I,C~~I)~~~~~~~"(A',B), PEH~~MA'), 
Ed E ext “(B, C); 
(iii) Y(P,CE,I, C~J)=Y(CE~I, P*CQI) ~~,~ext"(A, B), pEHom(B, CL 
sZoextP(C, D). 
ProoJ: Since any [s] EE~~“(A, B) can be written as [E] =Y([E,], 
[Ed]) = y( [&‘I], [E;]), where s1 and E; are l-fold extensions, (i) and (ii) can 
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be taken as a definition of the functoriality of Ext”(A, B) (recall that 
Ext(., .) is a bi-functor). 
It remains to check (III). From (I) and (II), we can assume that E, and 
s2 are l-fold extensions. From Lemma 1.6, we can replace p by p# , and 
using Ll and L2, we get the diagrams 
(I) p*# [EJ +udK@D.$,P#) [&*I 
(II) [El] +(Pk.qJdA)P* [&,I, 
where p # is defined from p as in Lemma 1.2 (see also Lemma 1.6) and p’# 
is the composition of Id,@ p# with the isomorphism C N K@ C; we can 
splice (I) and (II) to get the result. Q.E.D. 
1.18. Remark. (I) Since Ext is homotopy invariant [17], Ext” is also 
homotopy invariant, Vn > 0. 
(II) The same construction can be done for not necessarily com- 
pletely semi-split extensions. This gives rise to abelian semi-groups 
Ext”(A, B), and everything remains true in Theorem 1.17 if Ext” is replaced 
by Ext” except that Ext” is not a group, but an abelian semi-group with 
identity. (Note that we now have a product between extensions, even if 
they are not semi-split.) 
2. UNIVERSAL C*-ALGEBRAS FORMALISM 
FOR SEMI-SPLIT Ext-Trn?oRY 
This section is analogous to Section 1 in [12], but we deal with semi- 
split extensions of C*-algebras instead of quasi-homomorphisms. In 2.3 we 
define, for any C*-algebra A, two universal C*-algebras EA and EA (or 
more generally E”A = E(E” ‘A) and &“A = E(E” ‘A), t/n > l), and we con- 
sider the set of homotopy classes of homomorphisms from &“A into K@ B, 
for an arbitrary (a-unital) C*-algebra B. It is shown in 2.7 that this set is 
an abelian group that we denote by KExt”(A, B). In fact, K Ext(A, B) is 
the group KK’(A, B). Composition of homomorphisms provides a pairing 
between K Ext”(A, B) and K Ext P(B, C) with values in K Ext” +P(A, C). 
This pairing will be discussed in more details in the subsequent sections. 
2.1. DEFINITION. A K-pre-extension of a C*-algebra B by a C*-algebra 
A is a triple E = (cp, X, p), where cp is a homomorphism from A into a 
(unital) C*-algebra E, X is a self-adjoint unitary in E, and p E Hom(J, 
K@ B), where J is an ideal in E containing the set [q(A), X] = 
{cp(a)X-Xv(a)IaEA). 
We shall denote a K-pre-extension by E = (cp, X, p): A + ED J 1: K@ B. 
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2.2. DEFINITION. A K-extension of B by A is a K-pre-extension 
E= (cp, X, ,u) as in 2.1 such that 
(i) E is the C*-algebra generated by q(A) and X; 
(ii) J is the ideal in E generated by [q(A), X]; 
(iii) p is an inclusion; 
(iv) the quotient E/J is isomorphic to 20 2, where A” is the 
C*-algebra obtained from A by adjoining a unit; 
(v) the composition A +E+E/J-+A”@A” sends aeA to a@a and 
XE E goes to 10 - 1. We shall sometimes omit the inclusion p and denote 
a K-extension simply by E = (cp, X) : A + ED Jq K@I B. 
In order to discuss the relevance of Definition 2.2, remark that any 
K-extension E = (cp, X, CL) of B by A gives rise to the exact sequence 
r,yO+J+E+&&O. 
Recall that A, is the map sending a E A to (a, a) E A @A c A” 0 2. The 
extension d*,(qB) is split by cp. Denote by j, the homomorphism sending 
a E A to (a, 0) E A @A c A” @A”; the following composition is a represen- 
tative of an element in Ext(A, B): 
q:o- 
w I 
J-E-A@A-----+0 
I J ii 
KQB A. 
Conversely, any semi-split exact sequence defines a K-pre-extension (see 
0.7). 
2.3. For any C*-algebra A, let EA be the universal algebra generated by 
the symbols {a, Flae A} with F2 = 1, 1 acting as the unit element in EA. 
We define an involution on EA, by sending a E A to a*, F to F, and a/? 
to fi*a* for any a, BE EA. The greatest C* norm on EA, llall m = 
Sup{ ~~~(a)~~ I z is a *-representation of EA on a Hilbert space}, is finite for 
every a E EA. The completion of EA with respect to II.11 m is a C*-algebra 
that we still denote by EA. Let EA be the ideal in EA generated by 
[A, F] = {aF- F I a aE A}. The quotient EA/&A is isomorphic to A”@ 2. 
(The projection map sends any a E A to (a, a) and F to (1, - 1) in 2 0 A.) 
The universal (one-fold) extension for A is defined to be the composition 
- w 
O-&A- EA-ABA-0 
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or, equivalently, in terms of K-extensions, to be the couple 
(Id,,F):A-tEAr>sA. 
Remarks. (I) Let A and B be C*-algebras; any + E Hom(A, B) 
obviously extends to II/E E Hom(EA, EB); moreover we shall denote by $” 
the restriction of $ E to EA. One can check that $“E Hom(sA, EB) and that 
(q~$)~=(p~.$~ and (cpll/)“=cp”$” for any cp~Hom(B, C). 
(II) The C*-algebra EA is isomorphic to the crossed product 
qA >a, Z,, where r is the restriction to qA of the involutive automorphism 
of QA sending a E A to a - qa andqa to -qa, Va E A (see [ 121). Indeed, we 
can define the homomorphisms 
EA + M(QA x1, Z,) QAx,E,+EA 
A~u-+u a+a Xa+Fa 
F-+X qu+a-FuF Xv -+ If’, al 
(where X is the symmetry implementing the action of B, on QA). 
When restricted to EA and qA M, Z,, respectively, these homo- 
morphisms are inverse to each other. 
(III) We define by induction E”A= E(E” ‘A) and E”A=E(E”-~A), 
Vn > 1. We shall see later that these algebras are related to n-fold exten- 
sions. The following theorem is analogous to Proposition 1.1 in [ 123: 
2.4. THEOREM. There is a bijective correspondence between 
Hom(cA, KQ B) and Kext(A, B) = {K-extensions of B by A), given by 
E = (cp, X) -+ h, E Hom(cA, K@ B), 
where h, is the restriction to EA of the homomorphism sending a E A to cp(a) 
and F to X, and (hEHom(&A, KC3 B)) + (z Id,, z(F)): A -+ EA/Ker hc> 
cA/Ker h G K ~$3 B, where n : EA + EA/Ker h is the projection map. 
We identifv two K-extensions giving rise to a commutative diagram of the 
f orm 
A-E r>JaK@B 
II *I lq /I 
A- E’r>J’ rp’p, KQB 
provided that II/ and cp are isomorphisms. 
Proof: It is clear that the composition Hom(sA, K@ B) -+ 
K Ext(A, B) + Hom(&A, KQ B) is the identity on Hom(.sA, K@ B). 
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Conversely, let E : (cp, X, CL) : A + ED Jcij’ K @ B be a K-extension 
associated to h,: EA -+ KQ B. The homomorphism h, induces an 
isomorphism h, : sA/Ker h, + J, which extends to g,: EA/Ker h, + E. Since 
the following diagram commutes: 
w w 
0-J------+E------+A@A-0 
0 + sA/Ker h, --f EA/Ker h, -----+ - 0, 
x, is also an isomorphism, from which we get the result. Q.E.D. 
2.5. Let E~=((P,X,~):A~EDJ-+“KOB be a K-pre-extension. 
Clearly, q, gives rise to a homomorphism, h,, from EA into K@ B. We 
deduce from 2.4: 
COROLLARY. For every K-pre-extension tzO of a C*-algebra B by a 
C*-algebra A, there exists a unique K-extension E of B by A such that 
h, = h,. 
The functoriality of K ext(A, B) can now be defined: Let 
E E Kext(A, B), E = (cp, X, p), let p E Hom(A’, A), and tj E Hom(B, B’). 
Define E, = (cpp, X, ,u) and Ed = (cp, X, (Id,@ $)p) and use the corollary 
stated above. (In terms of homomorphisms, sp is associated to h,p(“) and sIL 
is associated to (Id,@$).h,, ) 
We now turn to define the K Ext-groups. In the following, A is assumed 
to be stable and separable and B separable. For any C*-algebras D,, D2, 
we denote by [D 1, D2] the set of homotopy classes of homomorphisms 
from D, into D2. 
2.6. DEFINITION. For n > 1, K Ext”(A, B)= [fA, K@ B] is the set of 
homotopy classes of homomorphisms from &“A into K@ B. 
2.1. THEOREM. For any n 3 1, there exists a sum that we denote by 0, in 
K Ext”(A, B), which makes it an abelian group. 
Proof: We need to prove Theorem 2.7 for n = 1. For n > 1, replace A by 
n-l E A. 
If h,, h?EHom(&A, KOB), define h,@h, by 
VUEEA (h,@h,)(a)= 
> 
EM~@K@B=KQB. 
If x is the involutive automorphism of EA, sending a E A to A and F to 
-F, the inverse of [h] in K Ext(A, B) is [hx 1 Ea]. 
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The addition is well defined and commutative on homotopy classes of 
homomorphisms [21, Theorem 3.11. Q.E.D. 
2.8. Composition of homomorphisms gives rise to a product between the 
K Ext”-groups. We shall use the homomorphism pe, sending, for each 
C*-algebra B, E(KQ B) into KQ EB. If E(KQ B) is generated by KQ B and 
F and EB is generated by B and G, pB sends any x E KQ B to x E KQ EB 
and Fto ~QGEM(K)QEB. 
DEFINITION. We define a bilinear, associative and functorial product 
KExt”(A, B)x KExtP(B, C)+ KExt”+P(A, C) 
(Cql, L-91)- C$I # [VI 
in the following way: Let [q] E [&‘A, KQ B] and [I,+] E [.sPB, KQ C]. We 
define [q”“] E [E~+~A, .sP(KQ B)] as the class of the homomorphism 
cp “” “‘“; E p times. The homomorphism pB: E(KQ B) + KQ EB gives rise to 
ptP’B: .cP(KQ B) + KQePB. 
Then [$I # [q] is the class of the composition 
E “+PA+~P(KQB)+KQ~PB+KQKQC~KQC. 
The associativity, bilinearity, and functoriality of # are established by 
standard verifications. 
2.9. Remark. Define E(A, B) = [A, KQ B], for any C*-algebras A and 
B. It can be shown that the identification A 3 e Q A c KQ A (where e is an 
arbitrary rank one projection in K) gives rise to an isomorphism 
E(A, B) N E(KQ A, B). (This is due to Higson, in this M. A. thesis, not yet 
published, but the reader can see [4, Sect. 22.11.) 
So we could also define K Ext”(A, B) as [KQe”A, KQ B], Vn > 0, and 
the universal l-fold extension as the composition 
0- KQEA - KQEA- KQ(d@A”) -0 
J Idk @A 
A-eQA. 
3. YONEDA K-GROUPS VERSUS UNIVERSAL K-GROUPS 
We are now interested in the link between the Ext”-theory and the 
K Ext”-theory. In Section 1, we saw that Kasparov’s homotopy invariance 
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theorem for Ext [17] implies that Ext ‘(A, B) is naturally isomorphic to 
KK’(A, B). Moreover, in Section 2, we saw that any KExt(A, B) cycle 
gives rise to a KK’(A, B)-cycle and that this correspondence induces a 
natural isomorphism between KExt’(A, B) and KK’(A, B). Since any 
n-fold extension of C*-algebras can be decomposed into an n-tuple of one- 
fold extensions, we shall use the properties of the Yoneda product to show 
that what is true for K Ext ’ and Ext ’ is also true for K Ext” and Ext”, for 
n> 1. 
3.1. Let E be the following Ext”(A, B) cycle (see (1.8): 
E:O-K@B~D,AD~+ . ..AD.AA-O. 
Since E is completely semi-split. it gives rise to the homomorphisms 
tij: E Ker ‘pi + 1 + Ker cpj, 2<j<n-1 
* . . EA + Ker qn, “. 
where ti,, Ic/*, . . . .tin are defined as in 2.4. 
These homomorphisms can be composed to give a homomorphism 
Explicitly, we have ~E=*l~;...*Ek”-k-‘...*En”-‘, where $r is the 
homomorphism defined using tik and by the functoriality of EA (see 2.3). 
Note that if E 1 is an Ext “( A, B) cycle and E z is an Ext “(B, C) cycle, we have 
* ?(&I. 62) = rc/‘“‘II/ 62 El’ 
Conversely, in order to obtain a n-fold extension from a homomorphism 
$: E”A + K@ B, we have to define a n-fold universal extension for the 
C*-algebra A. 
3.2. DEFINITION. Let A be a C*-algebra and p an integer, p > 0. There 
exists a universal extension 0 + EVA -+ E, -+ .zp - ‘A + 0 (see 2.3). For any 
n > 0, we define the universal n-fold extension for A as the composition 
,I:: (E”A-E’-‘A) # (E”~‘A-E”~*A)... # (E’A-&A) # (&A-A). 
The homomorphism rj can be composed with A> to give an Ext”(A, B) 
cycle. Use Theorem 2.4 to get an extension E,, E ext(e” - ‘A, KO B), and then 
splice e0 with jl>-l. 
Our goal is to show that the correspondence defined that way between 
ext”(A, B) and Hom(.a”A, K@ B) induces an isomorphism between 
Ext”(A, B) and K Ext”(A, B). 
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3.3. PROPOSITION. Let E E ext”( A, B) and $, : &“A + KQ B be the 
corresponding homomorphism. Denote by E the extension obtained by pairing 
1; to $I~. Then, 5 is Yoneda equivalent o E. 
Proof. We give the proof for n = 2. For n > 2, the proof is the same, and 
for n = 1, the proof is given in Theorem 2.4. 
Let E:O--+K@B-+D,+D~ 5 A+O=(K@B---“‘Kern) # 
(Ker n -E2 A). (With the notations of Section 1, we have E = y( [.sZ], [Ed]).) 
Let h, E Hom(.s Ker rr, K@ B) and h2E Hom(sA, Kern) be the homo- 
morphisms associated to 6, and E*, respectively (see Section 2), and define 
II/ = h,hy). Denote by AiA the universal l-fold extension for EA. The exten- 
sions II/, [,JiA] and h:[el] E Ext(sA, B) are both associated to [$I E 
[E’A, K@ B]. From the results of Section 2, it follows that II/, [A:,] = 
hf [E,] E Ext(sA, B). Using Theorem 1.17(i) and (iii), one can check that 
$,%J =tk+AW,l> [~,‘,I)= [GExt2M B). Q.E.D. 
3.4. In Section 1, we used a stable equivalence relation, that is, a suitably 
defined unitary equivalence modulo degenerate lements (what we called 
the null-extensions). In Section 2, the zero element was the homotopy class 
of the zero-homomorphism in K Ext”(A, B). As we shall see in the proof of 
the following proposition, the result of Skandalis stated in Lemma 1.5 and 
the isomorphism between Ext’ and KK’ (that is, in fact Kasparov’s 
homotopy invariance theorem for Ext) can be used to show that null exten- 
sions correspond to the zero-element in K Ext”. 
PROPOSITION. Let .z~ext”(A, B). If EE Dxt”(A, B) then $, is homotopic 
to 0. 
Proof. We prove the proposition for n = 3. For n # 3, the proof is the 
same. 
Let E E Dxt3(A, B) and decompose the commutative diagram 
E:O- K@B- D,--% D, ‘p2D ,&A---+0 
Ol 4 p21 4 I 
E:O- K@B- D,- D, -----+D,-A-O 
(0. PI. P2) into E, ------+ E, (P2, la, P3) E2 - E2 
(~3. ~3. IdA) 
Eq - El, with E = (K@ B -+‘I 
Ker (p2) #(Ker cpz -+E2 Ker 7c) # (Ker ft +‘j A). For j= 1,2, 3 we shall 
denote simply by tij the homomorphism eE,. Using Lemma 1.5 and the 
identification between Ext ’ and K Ext ‘, we have that 1//3 is homotopic to 
p3tjI, +,pp) is homotopic to p2tiZ, and $ ,pp’ is homotopic to 0. This 
implies that tc/ = $, $ y)$ :“‘I is homotopic to 0. Q.E.D. 
We come now to the main result of this section. 
S80/84/2-14 
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3.5. THEOREM. For all n > 0, Ext”(A, B) is naturally isomorphic to 
KExt”(A, B). 
ProoJ: From Proposition 3.4, if [.sr] = [EJ in Ext”(A, B) then we can 
suppose that E, and s2 are directly equivalent. Moreover, the case n = 2 is 
generic. As in the proof of 3.4, decompose the diagram 
E,:O- K@B -D1- D, “1 A-O 
Ad lJ 
I “‘I p21 II 
c2:0- KQB -El- E, n2 A-O 
into 
Kerrc,) # (Kern, 4 ---A) 
4.Q 
I 
E*: (B ” -Ker nz) # (Ker rc2 ___ ” A), 
with QL = (Ad U, p,, pz), and aR= (p2, p2, Id,). Since +,, = $,f$i! is 
homotopic to (Ad ulc/,:) “14’ and Ad u$,; is homotopic to +,;py) (from 
Lemma 1.5), we have that tic, is homotopic to $,fp$&)$$’ which in turn is 
homotopic to $e;$L4’= $,,. Conversely, let cp and $ be homotopic 
homomorphisms from &‘A into K@ B. We can alternatively consider cp 
and Ic/ as homomorphisms from &(&A) into KQ B; that is, as the 
homomorphisms associated to K-extensions of B by &A, that we shall 
denote by cp,, and I++~. Since cpO and IJQ~ are obviously homotopic and 
K Ext’(sA, B) = Ext ‘(&A, B) = KK’(&A, B), the corresponding l-fold exten- 
sions c,o and ~$0 are Yoneda-equivalent. From Proposition 3.3 the product 
of EGO and $$o with 12: gives a pair of two-fold extensions, .sb and EL which 
are Yoneda equivalent to Ed and Ed, respectively. As ~6 is Yoneda 
equivalent to E’+ the proof is complete. 
Let us now check that the isomorphism between K Ext*(A, B) and 
Ext’(A, B) is natural. 
Let h:B+B’ be a homomorphism (Id,@h:K@B+K@B’ is also 
denoted by h). We need to check the commutativity of the diagram 
Ext’(A, B) h. Ext*(A, B’) 
K Ext2(:, B) ---% K Ex:Z(A, B’). 
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Let &:O~KOB~D,~D2~“A-,0=(B-Kern) # (Kern-A) and 
ti,=rl/&:‘; h, C&l = C&Z1 .h* C&l1 is associated to [h$,,rl/~;)]. Moreover 
h, [tj,] is defined as [I$,,$~;)]. The same argument works for the first 
variable in Ext and KExt. Q.E.D. 
4. SEMI-EXACTNESS, Ext, AND K-Ext VERSUS KK 
Let E E ext”(A, B) be a completely semi-split extension. As we saw in 
Section 1, E can be written as a Yoneda product E = y(sl, sZ, . . . . E,), where 
El, E2, ‘*‘> En are semi-split one-fold extensions. Define the element 
K, E KK”(A, B) as the Kasparov product of the IX’-elements 
corresponding to E , , E*, . . . . E,. Using Lemma 1.5 and the functorial proper- 
ties of Kasparov’s product, one can check that if [s] = [s’] in Ext”(A, B), 
then K, = K,, in KK”(A, B); in particular, K, = 0 if E E Dxt”(A, B). So, for 
any nZ1 we get a homomorphism Sz,: Ext”(A, B) + KK”(A, B); 
[s] + K,,,. Since the Kasparov product is associative, one has 
K Y(C~II~C4) = Kb,l @KM ( where @ denotes the Kasparov product). The 
purpose of this section is to show that if A is nuclear in K-theory (or K- 
nuclear for short) [24], the Ext”-groups and the KK”-groups are 
isomorphic via Sz,. Since any n-fold extension is the product of one-fold 
extensions, the isomorphism between Ext” and KK” satisfying the condition 
stated above, if it exists, is unique (once we have chosen an identification 
between Ext’ and KK’). Our starting point is the semi-exactness of the 
functor B-+ Ext(A, B) for A K-nuclear [24]. Using the results of [ll, 123 
we deduce that this functor is split-exact, and so pairs with KK-theory. This 
allows us to define a homomorphism, p0 from EA into q&A, as the product 
of the universal l-fold extension for A and of the universal quasi- 
homomorphism from EA into q&A (see 4.3). In fact, it can be shown that p0 
provides a homotopy equivalence between EA and q&A, so we have that 
Ext”(A, B) = [?A, K@ B] = [q&“A, K@ B] = KK(fA, K@ B), for n > 0. 
From the isomorphism Ext(A, B) N KK(A, B(0, 1)) we deduce the 
existence of an isomorphism between Ext”(A, B) and Ext”+ ‘(A, B) for all 
n 3 1, which, in turn makes it reasonable to define Ext’z Kp and gives 
the isomorphism between the Ext”-groups and the KK”-groups for all n 2 1. 
We see that we have obtained a description of the Kasparov product as a 
splice of n-fold completely semi-split extensions. All the C*-algebras are 
assumed to be separable. 
4.1. THEOREM [Skandalis]. If A is K-nuclear, Ext(A, D) is semi-exact 
in D, that is, any exact sequence of P-algebras 0 + J + B + BfJ + 0 gives 
rise to the exact sequence 
Ext(A, J) + Ext(A, B) + Ext(A, B/J). 
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Proof: See [24, Theorem 3.61. For completeness, we give the following 
simple argument, which proves that D + Ext(A, D) is semi-exact when A 
is nuclear. (This result is weaker than Theorem 4.1, since any nuclear 
C*-algebra is also K-nuclear.) Assume that A is nuclear and suppose we 
are given an exact sequence 0 -+ J -+ d 3 --f y B/J + 0. Since q.+ j, = 0, it is 
enough to prove that for any [s] E Ext(A, B) such that q* [E] =0 in 
Ext(A, B/J) there exists [a] E Ext(A, J) such that j, [cl] = [E]. 
Let [s] E Ext(A, B) be such that q* [s] = 0. By Lemma 3.5 in [23], there 
exists q E Dxt(A, B) such that q*(E@q) is split (note that q is onto, so 
q*(E 0 q) makes sense in ext(A, B/J)). 
We have the following commutative diagram: 
&@q: o- KQB -%C”‘A-0 
q*@Oq): o- KQB/Jd:CLA-0, 
where 4 = Id, @ q. Since q and Id, are onto, /I is also onto; moreover, 
Ker Jl N KQ J. Indeed, let XE C be such that /I(x) = 0, then rrJ?(x) = 
r~~(x)=Oandx~j,(K@B). Let~=j,(y),fi(x)=/Ij,(u)=j~q(Y)=O;since 
jz is injective q(v) = 0 and y E K@ J. (The converse is obvious.) Denote by 
el the exact sequence 
E,:O-KQJ~C~C’-0 (j= Id,Qj) 
and let SE H~~~(,$, C’) be such that rr2S = Id,. From the commutative 
diagram cl 4 (CO?), we have j,[s,] =rcT[sOr~] in Ext(A, B). 
Deline~=S*[s,]. One has j,[a]=j.J*[s,]=S*j*[sI]=S*rc~[s@~]= 
(?Qs)*c~osl= CEO?] = [E-J. Q.E.D. 
Remark. If A is not nuclear it is not clear that S*s, is a semi-split 
extension. 
4.2. COROLLARY. Zf A is K-nuclear, D -+ Ext(A, D) is split exact, and 
there exists a pairing : 
@ : Ext(A, D) x KK(D, B) -+ Ext(A, B) 
(C&l, CR 51) + @* C&l -s* C&l 
(we also denote @* [E] -Q’* [E] by[~] 0 [(@, $)I), where [(@, S)] is the 
homotopy class of the quasi-homomorphism (@, g). (See [ 11, 121 and 
Theorem 3.7 in [ 151.) 
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The C*-algebra EC is generated by a projection e and a symmetry X, or, 
what is the same, by a pair of projections p,, pz and a unit element. In fact, 
using an argument similar to Proposition 3.1 in [ 121, one can show that 
EC is isomorphic to the algebra of two by two matrices over CO(O, 1). One 
of the consequences of the next proposition is that EA is a kind of suspen- 
sion of A (Compare with qA which is related to the unit interval over A in 
L121.1 
4.3. PROPOSITION. If A is K-nuclear, EA is homotopy equivalent o q&4. 
Proof For any C*-algebra B, we shall denote by QB the universal 
C*-algebra generated by a pair or representations of B, i and i, and by 
qB the ideal in QB generated by {1(h) - i(b)/b E B). Let ?I~: qB + B be the 
restriction of the homomorphism f B: QB -+ B sending i(b) to b and r(b) to 
0, for all b E B. Let [pO] E [&A, q&A] be the homotopy class of the 
homomorphism corresponding to the product of [Ai] with [v,~], where 
1,: is the universal one-fold extension for A and qEa is the universal quasi- 
homomorphism from EA into qE A. 
Explicitly, [pO] corresponds to the class of 
O-EA---+ 
w - 
EA-A@A-0 
II J 6 v qEA A 
(where the product is defined as in Corollary 4.2). One has rciA [pO] = 
WAhl = [A:1 
bOnEAl = (n”A)*[POl = @““)*@!41@ [q,Al) 
= (nnaA)* LA:1 8 [SeAI 
= I*(7rcA)* [/IL] - I-*(ncA)* [A>]. 
[If] is associated to [Id,,] and [v,~] to [Id,,,]; Moreover, Id,,,@ = 
nEA Id,,, , from which follows 
7-cEA* [PO] = 1*x”,” [v,Al -i*niA[vcAl = [vEAly 
that is, rrBApO is homotopic to Id,, and pOrcGA is homotopic to Id,,,. 
Q.E.D. 
From Proposition 4.3, one has Ext”(A, B) 2: K Ext”(A, B) = 
[EVA, K@B] = [qE”A, K@B] = KK(E”A, B), for any n> 1. We define 
Ext’( A, B) = K Ext’(A, B) = KK(A, B) and e”A = A. Note, however, that in 
general KK(A, B) S& [A, K@ B]. We have the theorem :
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4.4. THEOREM. If A is K-nuclear, for any n 20, one has 
Ext”(A, B) N KK(A, B) for n even, and Ext”(A, B) 1: KK’(A, B)for n odd. 
Proof Let n > 0 and suppose that the theorem is true for any integer 
p < n; we have 
Ext”+‘(A, B)= KExt”+‘(A, B)= [E(E”A), K@B] =Ext(s”A, B) 
2 KK(E”A, B(0, 1)) g Ext(s” - ‘A, B(0, 1)) 
z KK(d’A, B(0, 1)) z Ext(E” - ‘A, B(0, 1)) 
r KK(d’ ‘A, Z3) z Ext” ‘(A, II). 
Moreover, Ext,(A, B) z KK(A, B) and Ext ‘(A, B) z KK’(A, B). Q.E.D. 
The Yoneda product provides the following bilinear, associative, and 
functorial map: 
y: Ext”(A, B) x ExP(B, C) -+ Ext”+P(A, C) 
(see Section 1). 
Using the isomorphism of Theorem 4.4, this gives four possible cases: 
n even p even corresponds to KK x KK -+ KK 
n odd p even corresponds to Ext x KK + Ext 
n even p odd corresponds to KK x Ext + Ext 
n odd p odd corresponds to Ext x Ext + KK. 
4.5. If the C*-algebra A is not K-nuclear, we cannot define a pairing of 
Ext(A, B) with KK(B, C) as in Lemma 4.2, and we have no proof of the 
homotopy equivalence between EA and qEA. Thus, in this case, we do not 
know if Ext”(A, B) is isomorphic to KK”(A, B) for n > 1. 
Note that the existence of a pairing between Ext and KK as in 4.2 implies 
the homotopy equivalence between EA and q&A. So we can state a more 
general theorem than 4.3. 
4.3’. THEOREM. Zf A is such that D --f Ext(A, D) is semi-exact, then for 
any n 2 0, one has Ext”(A, B) 2 KK”(A, B). 
5. UNIVERSAL C*-ALGEBRAS FORMALISM AND KASPAROV PRODUCT 
In 2.8 we saw that there exists a pairing 
[&A, K@B] x [EL& K@ C] -+ [&*A, K@ C]. 
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Similarly, one can define the following products: 
[&A, KO B] x [qB, K@ C] + [q&A, KO C] 
[qA, K@ B] x [EB, K@ C] + [&qA, K@ C] 
EqA, KG9 Bl x CqB, KC+ Cl + [q*A, KC3 Cl. 
In order to recover Kasparov’s product from these, canonical homotopy 
classes of homomorphisms, from qA into &*A, from qA into q2A, from EA 
into q&A, and from EA into &qA are needed. 
Note that in [ 121, using Pedersen’s theorem on the lifting of derivations, 
Cuntz has shown that K@qA is homotopy equivalent to K@q*A. We 
could also use the homotopy equivalence between EA and q&A when the 
C*-algebra A is K-nuclear. 
In this section, we show how each one of these canonical elements can be 
obtained from a triple consisting of a C*-algebra isomorphic to A and a 
pair of suitable symmetries. (We shall give only an outline of the proof.) 
Using Kasparov’s technical theorem [17] and a standard construction 
[15], one can prove the following proposition: 
5.1. PROPOSITION. Let A be a separable subalgebra of a C*-algebra B, 
and F and G be a pair of symmetries in B. Denote by U the (Y-algebra 
C*(A, F, G) generated by A, F, G, by A the ideal in C*(A, F) generated by 
[A, F], and by A2 the ideal in C*(A, G) generated by [A, G]. Then, F and G 
give rise to the following pairs: 
(i) an element (F # G), (that we denote by ufor short) in M(K@ A*) 
and a homomorphism cp: A -+ M(K@A*) such that [q(A), u] c K@A*; 
cp(A)(u*u- l)~K@d*; cp(A)(uu*- l)cK@d*; 
(ii) a self-adjoint element (F # G)x (denoted by X) in M (K@d*) and 
a homomorphism $ : A + M( K @ A*) such that 
[$(A), Xl cKOA* and $(A)(X*-l)~K@d*. 
Proof: Define the C*-algebra 
The stabilization theorem [S] shows that h2 and A* are stably isomorphic. 
The range of the homomorphism sending a E A to ii = (; z) and F to 
F= ([ y) is contained in M(6*). The elements e@ii and 1 OF, where 1 is 
the unit in M(K) and e a compact projection of rank 1, are in 
M(K@S*) N M(K@ A’). Denote by a and F their images in M(K@ A’), by 
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G the image of 10 G in M(K@d*), and by A the image of A by the --- 
homomorphism sending a to Lz. Let F be the linear span of {A, F, G}. Let 
A be the C*-algebra generated by KQ A and KQ A2, that is, the norm -- -- 
closure of KQ A +KQ A’. Let B= C*([A, G]; [F, G]) (see also the 
Appendix of [15-J). One has [F, A] c A and ABc KQ A’. From 
Kasparov’s theorem [ 17, 141, there exists a pair of positive elements M, N 
in M(KQ A2) such that 
M+N=l, [M,F]cKQA~,MAcKQA*,NB~KQA~. 
Let (F # G), = M’j2F+ iN”‘G and q(a) = cl, V’~E A. Let (F # G),= 
IV”~FQ(~~)+N”*G@(~ Or) and $(a)=(;; z) in M2@M(K@42E); 
M(KQ A*). . . . 
Now, we see that (cp, U) defines a KK(A, A2) cycle and (II/, X) a 
KK’(A, A2) cycle [lo; 15; 4, Sect. 17.6; 173. 
From [12] and Section 1 of this paper this gives an element in 
[qA, KQ A21 that we shall denote by [A, F, G], and an element in 
[&A, KQA’] that we shall denote by [A, F, G],. 
Now let us see how one can get the desired homomorphisms: 
5.2. THEOREM. Let A be a separable C*-algebra. There exist canonical 
homotopy classes of homomorphisms 
(i) &: qA + KQc2A 
(ii) p&*: qA + KQ q2A 
(iii) P& :&A-+KQEqA 
(iv) &.: EA + KQ q&A. 
Proof In each case, there exists a triple (A’, F, G) such that A’ is 
isomorphic to A, F and G are two symmetries, and the corresponding ideal 
A* (see Proposition 5.1) is contained in the range of the homomorphism. 
For example, we give the construction for piyz. 
(ii) Let (j, j) be a pair of universal representations of A, generating 
QA, and (r, i) be two universal representations of QA generating Q’A [ 121. 
Denote by X the symmetry X= (7 A) E M,(c), and define II/: A -+ M4 Q Q2A 
by 
$(a)=[: ‘jfa) ijLj ,a]; VasA 
and ,a& = CW), Id,,.,, 8 X X0 M,,l,. 
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5.3. Remark. The classes of homomorphism defined in Theorem 5.2 
correspond to the following products: 
l qA + KQ &*A is the Kasparov product of the two universal l-fold 
extensions 
KQ E*A -KQEA and KQEA- KQA 
t 
J 
A-eQA 
l qA + KQq*A is the product of the two universal quasi- 
homomorphisms from KQ A into KQqA and from KQqA into KQq*A 
AreQAqKQAs DKQqA=: DKQq”A. 
The homomorphism EA + KQ q&A is the composition 
KQcqA -KQqA 
a 
il 
KQA 
J 
A=eQA. 
And the homomorphism EA + KQ q&A is the composition 
KQ EA -KQA 
II 
v J 
KQ qEA eQArA. 
5.4. Our product is defined in the following way: Given any pair 
[q] E [&A, KQB] and [$I E [EB, KQ C], we can define [$I # [q] E 
[&*A, KQ C] as in Section 2. The element [11/l # [q] gives rise to an 
element in [KQc*A, KQ C] that we still denote by [$I # [q] (see 2.9), 
let p be a representative of this equivalence class; p E Hom(KQ &*A, KQ C) 
can be composed with ,u(YA,~z to give an element in Hom(qA, KQ C), that is, 
a KK - cycle. Therefore, we have a product 
Ext(A, B) x Ext(B, C) + KK(A, C). 
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The other pairings are analogously defined, using the homomorphisms 
P y,y29 key, or kYE. 
In a forthcoming paper, we will investigate more closely the connections 
between EA and the suspension A(0, 1) (these two algebras are KK- 
equivalent), and discuss the abstract Bott periodicity based on EA and EA. 
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